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• Greetings • 
Dale Gallenberg 
Head. Plant Science Department, SDSU 
Greetings! On behalf of the Plant Science Department at South Dakota State University, J want to thank 
you for taking the time to read through this rqx>rt summarizing the research and Extension projects during 
2004 at the Central Crops and Soils Research Station at Highmore. We hope the data is useful to you, and 
helps answer some of the questions you have regarding crop production in central South Dakota. 
We welcome your comments and input into our activities at the Station, and hope you will take the rime to 
visit with us about what we an: doing and what additional projects we might consider. 
I want to thank Mike Volek, senior agricultural research technician, for his continued excellent work at the 
Station and Robin Bortnem, research associate, for overall management of projects and activities Thanks 
are also extended to each of the project leaders and suppon staff for their efforts in developing and con­
ducting research projects that are meant to address local issues and answer questions for producers. 
Once again, thanks to each of you for taking the time to be part of our efforts at Higlunore. Let us know 
how we 're doing, and where we should be headed in the future. 
·Welcome· 
Robin Bortnem 
Manager. Central Crops and Soils Research Station 
The weather was nice and the station looked great for the 2004 Field Day on June 30 The 3:00 pm tour 
featured weed control in winter wheat, spring wheat, oats, field peas, chickpeas, alfalfa, flax, safflower, 
and com and was conducted by Leon Wrage (SDSU Extension agronomist, weeds) and Darrell Deneke 
(IPM coordinator). The tour addressed herbicide comparisons, wild buckwheat control, wild oat treat­
ments, seedbank buildup, volunteer sunfl�r control, and alfalfa bumdown. The weed project had estab­
lished over 600 plots with 220 weed control treatment comparisons for the tour. 
This was followed by a meal and the traditional twilight tour. The twilight tour included winter wheat by 
Amir Ibrahim (winter wheat bBreeding, SDSU), sunflower insect pests -research by Kathy Grady {sun­
flower breeder/Extension oil seeds, SDSU), spring-seeded small grain varieties by Bob Ha11 (Extension 
agronomist, SDSU}, soil fertility with Jim Gerwing (Extension soils, SDSU}, annual warm season forages 
by Peter Jeranyama (Extension forages. SDSU), and an update on the network weather stations by Dennis 
Todey (Extension/state climatologist, SDSU). 
A significant amount of time and hard worlc went into making our tour a success. I'd Hkc to take this time 
to thank all that were involved, Mike Volek and crew, several Plant Science personnel, and all the speakers, 
Dixie Volek and daughters Shandra and Sherise who prepared the desserts and helped serve the meal, and 
Pioneer Garage of Highmore who provided the pickups and trailers used for the tour. 
The research conducted each year and included in this report involves long hours by staff from many disci­
plines at SDSU and the Highmore Research Fann Their effons in contributing to this publication each 
year are greatly appreciated Support and input from area producers, ranchers, advisory board members 
and county Extension educators is also greatly appreciated. 
A special thanks to Nancy Kleinjan for her assistance in preparing this report. 
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May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
TMIP,lltllte ("F) No. dqs Precipitation 
Maximum Mlnlmumf Max> 9f:I' (/nclHJsJ 
64 
72 
72 
84 
79 
77 
A�ra111t 
34 
44 
55 
5 8  
54 
48 
0 
1 
0 
8 
4 
8 
0.0 0 
4.77 
415 
2.92 
255 
4.2 0 
t Minimum temperature measurements were not obtained for several days 
In June, August, and September due to weather station malfunctions 
Minimum temperaturu Hsted tor those months are the average of available data. 
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Field Evaluation of Woody Plant Materials, 
Highmore, South Dakota 
Dwight Tober 
Plant Materials Specialist. USDAINRCS. Bismarck, N.D. 
Objectives 
I Assemble and evaluate the adaptation and performance 
of selected woody plant material for field and farmstead 
windbreaks, wildlife habitat, and stream bank and 
lakesbore plantings in the Northern Great Plains 
2_ Select and cooperatively release superior woody conser· 
varion plants for increase by commercial nurseries 
Activities in 2004 
A total of approximately 140 accessions of 87 different 
species are currently being evaluated 
New entries were planted on May 17, 2004. and included 
black currant (Ribes americanum), Missouri gooseberry 
(Ribes missouriense), aspen (Populus tremuloides), Amur 
linden (Ttlia amuren.sis), and black cherry (Prunus serotina). 
These entries were planted between tree stumps of several 
accessions of apricol which were removed in 2002 The 
planting of new entries wiJI be limited in the future because 
of shading and lack of room Significant information can 
still be documented from existing entries and data collection 
will continue on a scheduled annual basis. 
The first entries were planted at the Highmore site on April 
11, 1978 Data is summarized annually and documented in 
the Annual Technical Report. Anyone who desires a copy of 
the latest technical report from Highmore should contact me 
at (701)530-2075 or at Dwight.Tober@nd usda.gov. The 
report is about 40 pages in length We do anticipate com­
pleting a 25-year report this winter with complete data sum­
mary information inclusive to all species tested at this site 
Weed control and maintenance have been consistently good 
A major renovation effort in 2000 included removal of bro· 
ken branches and limbs resulting from snow damage, 
removal and pruning of natural dieback of some species 
(primarily shrubs), and cutting and removal of contaminant 
species (primarily Siberian elm and mulberry) All of the 
apricot (8 entries) and some entries of crabapple, poplar, 
Russian olive, and other species have been removed at vari­
ous times by staff at the station. 
Selected trees and shrubs were evaluated on August 27, 
2004. Measurements and notes were taken on crown spread 
and plant height, disease and insect damage, drought and 
cold tolerance, fruit production, survival, vigor, and snow 
and animal damage. Most of the mature entries continued 
to perform well; species noted as doing exceptionally well 
included Freedom honeysuckle, pygmy caragana, junebeny, 
chokeberry, nannyberry, Scot's pine (variety Mongolica), 
and Arnolds Red honeysuckle. 
Numerous species are in an annual state of decline because 
of disease and natural die·back as they approach the end of 
their life span The new entries planted this spring did not 
survive well and appea�d to have sustained some herbicide 
damage. 
Data collected from this site will be used to support the for· 
mal release of 1wo new shrubs scheduled for this winter: 
ND-3209 sandbar willow, which was planted in 1990, and 
998041 fatse indigo, which was planted in 1987. They both 
had 100°/o survival and superior performance for at le.ast the 
first 5 years, even though both species are subject to occa­
sional winter dieback. 
Formal releases with 
supporting documentation 
from the Highmore site 
'Cardan' green ash (1979) 
'Oahe' hackberry (1982) 
'Sakakawea' silver buffaloberry (1984) 
'Scarlet' Mongolian cherry (1984) 
'Centennial' cotoneaster ( 1987) 
'McDermand' Ussurian pear ( 1990) 
'Homestead' Arnold hawthorn (1993) 
'CanAm' hybrid poplar (1995) 
'Regal' Russian almond (1997) 
'Legacy' late lilac (1999) 
Summary of accomplishments 
Selected accessions/cultivars that have performed well at 
the Higlunore site and show promise for additional testing 
Clln &ltJIJl .,... ,,,,..., tilr.;ai l!;:lgng ..... ..--
.. , .. 
and/or promotion for conservation use include the 
following: 
'Cudan• green ash 
'Centennial' cotoneaster 
'Sakakawea' silver buffaloberry 
'indigo' silky dogwood 
ND-1 J34 hybrid plwn 
ND-3902 sandbar willow 
ND-1879 honeylocust 
'Legacy' late lilac 
9058862 tamarack 
ND-170 cotoncaster 
'Bighorn' skunk.bush sumac 
14272 hybrid poplar 
9069081 littleleaf linden 
9063130 river birch 
9016318 Siberian elm 
Arnold's Red honeysuckle 
9057409 American hazel 
ponderosa pine (ND-1763, 906741 3 )  
Scot's pine (9063156, 9063154) 
9063148 corktree 
Data from this planting has � used to document the 
cooperative release of the cultivars listed on the previous 
page. These cultivars are i:mtrally available from local con­
servation nurseries and are used in conservation plantings 
throughout the Northern Great Plains. SCISl'ral more releas­
es are anticipated in the near future. 
Information gathered concerning plant performance assists 
cooperating nurserymen and plant researchers in detennin­
ing the range of adaptation of many other accessions/cuJti­
vars also included in the test planting. 
This research was sponsored and financial support was pro­
vided by the SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station, the 
SDSU Plant Science Department. the Hyde Cowity Soi) 
Conservation District, and the USDA Natural Resources 
Conservation Service. 
'Oahe' haclcberry 
'Scarlet• Mongolian cherry 
'McDermand' Ussurian pear 
'Regal' Russian almond 
ND-2) nannyberry 
9047238 sea buckthom 
900804 t false indigo 
ND-1863 honeylocust 
'Meadowlark' forsythia 
'Midwest' Manchurian crabapple 
323957 chokeberry 
ND-2103 highbush cranberry 
hybrid poplar 9069086 (Theves) 
9047228 pygmy caragana 
ND-46 Timm's juneberry 
ND-3744 Korean barberry 
Siberian larch (SL-383, ND-1765) 
9057411 lodgepole pine 
90574 JO hackberry 
9063 J J 6 black ash 
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Optimal Management of Drought-Tolerant Legumes 
and Warm-Season Annual Grasses 
Peter J1ranpm1 and Vince Gwent 
South Dakota State University 
Cool-season pen:nnia) grasses make up the bulk of forage 
consumed by livestock in the Northern Great Plains; howcv· 
er, aMual species are being used more frequently as emer­
gency forage sources. 
In some operations, annuals fit better into crop rotations 
than pereMial forages. Summer aMual forages. since they 
are quick to establish, can also supply emergency forage 
under conditions of drought or after a winter where thcR 
has ibni:n considerable mortality of perennial species such as 
alfalfa. 
Many acres of perennial forage have been lost in recent 
years due to the drought in north-central and western South 
Dakota. Producers are looking for viable annual forage 
alternatives to replenish forage supplies for livestock opera­
tions. This trial is evaluating the potential to mix aMual 
warm-season grasses and annual legumes as emergency for­
ages. The objective of the study was to evaluate forage yield 
and quality of annual warm-season grass and legume 
species either alone or in two-way legume/grass mixtures. 
Materials and methods 
Pigeonpea, cowpca, pearl millet, and foxtail millet were 
planted alone and in all possible two-way legume/grass mix­
tures (total of eight) in plo1s 6 x 20 ft at the Central Crops 
and Soil Research Station, Higlunore. Ten rows with �inch 
spacings were planted with a five-row plot planter. Plots 
were fertilized with I 00 lb/a of 18-46-0 at planting and no 
additional fertilizer was used. 
Seeding rates were as follows: pigeonpea at 36 lb/a in pure 
IIC!eding and 1 8  lb/a in mixtures, cowpea at 48 lb/a in pure 
i=t'ling and 24 lb/a in mixtures, pearl millet and golden fox­
tail at 20 lb/a and their associated mixtures were seeded at 
JO  lb/a. Experimental design consisted of an 8 x 2 factorial 
replicated four times in a randomized complete block 
becoming repeated measures with respect to harvest time. 
Plots were harvested with hand clippe� at two stages of 
maturity (boot· to early heading and soft· to hard-dough) to 
C�1al Crops lM Soils 
evaluate yield and quality based on maturity. Sub--samples 
were taken from each plot for analyses of dry matter (OM), 
crude protein (CP), neutral detergent fiber (NDF), acid 
detergent fiber (ADF), and in vitro dry matter digestibility 
(lVDMD). Botanical composition was assessed by hand­
separating the grass from legumes and or weeds in each 
mixture. Each component was dried to express yield on dry 
matter basis. The same samples were recomposited for for· 
age quality analyses. 
Results 
Table I shows the forage yield on dry matter basis obtained 
at two harvest dates, and Table 2 shows the mixtures' yield 
and their botanical compositions. 
This research was sponsored by the CES and AES. 
Table 1.  forage yleld of nveral annual wann-season 
forages alone or In mixtures at Highmore. 2004. 
Forage August 25 October 6 
-ton/acre---
Cowpea 1.0 1 2 
Pigeonpea 0.8 1 .9 
Golden foxtail mlllet 2 5  2 4  
Peart millet 2 5  3 0  
Golden foxtail millet + Cowpea 2 8  2 9  
Golden foxtail millet + Pigeoopea 2.7 2.1 
Pean millet + Cowpea 1 3 2.9 
Peart millet + Pigeonpea 2.1 3.2 
LSD5% 1 0  1 2 
CV. % 34 33 
1111112. fOllll ylllll lllllllllll., _ ......... .............. 11111 1111  
IIDlllltll CIIIIIIOIIIIIII ottlllyllllllnMgllt, ZIOC ltltlglnall. 
FC'IU )Wdmtw:,e (k;zs Lf(/Uml Ot.!Wl1 
::Ii 
Galdan fmtall diet + Cowpea 2.8 99 1 0 
Golden tamll mlll + Plgll)l!pll 2.7 97 1 2 
Pllrt mllllt + Cowpea 1.3 90 s 7 
Pllrt ldlllt + i'lgeolllJll 2.1 99 1 0 
lSOS% 1.0 NS NS NS 
cv."' 34 
" 
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Winter Wheat Breeding and Genetics 
Amir lb11hlm, Stew Kltn,ck. and Rich Ltttle 
South Dakota State University 
The Winter Wheat Breeding and Genetics Program utilizes 
the Central Research Station at Highmore primarily for 
early-generation testing and evaluation of advanced­
gencration lines. The breeding program also conducts field 
trials at �oral other sites throughout South Dakota. 
Central Resean:h Station trials conducted in 2004 by the 
winter wheat program included: 
I . The CPT Variety Trial, under the overall coordination of 
Bob Hall. The trial included 30 entries, consisting of 13 
released varieties (including new releases from other 
states), 16 advanced experimental lines from our pr� 
gram, and one experimental line from Nebraska. This 
trial was also grown at 13 other sites in South Dakota 
Prior to cultivar relengo, promising elite lines must be 
grown in the CPT Variety Trial for 3 years to accurately 
measure potential performance across a range of environ· 
mental conditions 
2. The South Dakota Advanced Yield Trial (AYT), with 
both hard red and hard white lines. The AYT nursery 
included 45 entries, consisting of 39 advanced experi­
mental lines and 6 checks. Eight of the experimental 
lines have the white kernel color. The AYT nurseries 
were also grown at six other sites in South Dakota and 
one each in Nonh Dakota and Nebraska . Each year, 
three to six superior experimental lines are selected from 
these nurseries and advanced to the CPT Variety Trial 
and the Northern Regional Testing Program. 
3 Early-generation F2·bulk populations, consisting of293 
different cross combinations. Undesirable F2 populations 
are eliminated from the program based largely on visual 
observations, pedigree and parental characteristics, and 
bulk yield. Desirable F2 populations are advanced to the 
F 3 bulk nursery for further evaluation prior to head 
selection the following year. 
Trial conditions 
The nu�eries at Higlunore were planted 0.75 inches deep 
into fallow soi) with excellent moisture conditions on 
September 16, 2003. Plots were sprayed in late April 2004 
with 5 quans Ramrod per acre and in early May 2004 with 
1.S pints Bronate per acre Yield and test weight data for 
Higmore and other CPT locations are presented in Table l. 
Acknowledgements 
Each y.:1r, 600-800 new cross combinations are made and 
600-800 new experimental lines are developed by the winter 
wheat breeding program. In addition to the excellent sup­
pon of our wheat pathology programs (small grains patholo­
gy and virology), the solid and consistent financial support 
from the South Dakota Wheat Commission and the South 
Dakota Crop Improvement Association are vitally important 
to ensuring continued availability of improved winter wheat 
varieties for producers in South Dakota. 
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Oat Research 
Lon HIU 
South Dakota Stale University 
Yield. yield stability. and test weight are the most important 
characteristics associated with the identificarion and eventu· 
al release of oat varieties. There are, however, several addi· 
tiona) factors that contribute to the expression of these pri­
mary characteristics 
Resistance to lodging. Barley Yellow Dwarf V irus (BYDV), 
stem rust, and crown rust all affect yield potential and test 
weight Other traits that are considered prior to varietal 
release include hull. protein, and oil pen:entagc!,. as well as 
maturity, hull color, plant height, and whether the grain is 
hulled or hulless 
Consumers desire different characteristics for specific 
needs. Millers generally want oats with htgh protein, high 
bct.a-glucan content, and low oil Livestock producers prefer 
tan varieties with high levels of protein and oil. The race­
horse industry demands a high quality, white-hulled or hul· 
less oat variety. Tall varieties, such as Loyal, are popular 
forage oats 
The main emphasis of the oat breeding programs is develop­
ment of hulled varieties. Market demand for milling and 
feed oats isn't affected by hull color; however, the racehorse 
industry desires white-hulled varieties. Therefore, emphasis 
is placed on development of white-hulled varieties with 
desirable traits for miJ1ing and/or feed. Recently there has 
been interest in hulless oats for feed and other specialty 
uses; therefore, we have increased our effon to develop a 
high-oil hulless oat 
Plant breeding is a long drawn out process The bulk breed· 
ing method takes. on average, at least 10 years from the ini· 
tial cross to variety release. This process may be shortened 
by 2 to 3 yea� by using a modified single seed descent 
method, which involves two extra generations in the green­
house and a winter increase in New Zealand. Each year 
there are approximately 37,000 non-segn:gating plants and 
head rows observed within this program Jn 2004, there 
were 3,862 unique non-segregating lines yield tested. There 
were a total of 6,870 yield plots 
Data collected from regional nurseries provides valuable 
information for variety release and germplasm selection for 
crossing in our program The Tri-State regional nursery is 
made up of 30 hulled lines and 6 checks. The 30 lines con­
sist of 10 advanced lines each from Minnesota. North 
Dakota., and South Dakota. Advanced incR:a.Se lines are 
entered in the Uniform Early Nursery, Unifonn Midseason 
Nursery, Quaker Uniform Oat Nursery, and/or South Dakota 
Standard Variety Oat Trials (SVO) Hulless lines are tested 
in the Cooperative Naked Oat Trial and/or SVO. 
50000366-15 and SD000366 -36 are sister lines that have 
been approved to increase for intent to release. If approved 
for variety release, one of these lines will be available to the 
producers for the 2006 growing season. They are white­
hulled oat lines with a high test weight, good disease resist­
ance, and yield potential When averaged over 1 3  tests, 
SD000366- J 5 yielded 7 6 bushels more and had a l ) lb test 
weight advantage over Jerry. $0000366-36 yielded 14  
bushels more and had .9 )b test weight advantage over Jerry. 
They are slightly taller and head ) and 2 days later than 
Jerry, respectively 
Limited data shows both lines have adequate stem rust and 
lodging resistance. Field and buckthom nursery evaluations 
indicate both lines have excellent crown rust resistance. 
Barley Yellow Dwarf resistance appears to be good; howev­
er. there was only one evaluation in 2003. 
SD000366-I 5 and SD000366-36 will be evaluated next year 
in Crop Perfonnance Testing and the Uniform Midseason 
Oat Nursery (UMO) UMO data is collected from 16 loca­
tions in the USA and Canada and is very useful for seed 
quality and disease evaluations. UMO disease data is col­
lected in buckthom nurseries. inoculated tests, and field 
infections. Yield data from the UMO is considered; however, 
emphasis is placed on Crop Performance Trials and breeder 
data 
Production research included a naked oat herbicide and fer­
tilizer test at the Brookings location and a dormant seeding 
test at Brookings and Dakota Lakes Research Stations. Rye 
varieties and lines are also tested in Brookings, 
This research 1s funded in part by annual grants from the 
Quaker Oats Company and by the SDSU Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Crop Improvement Association, and the 
SDSU Plant Science Department 
:.:lll::m �m:::.1:EJ �1Ali 
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Resistance of Sunflower Germplasm 
to the Red Sunflower Seed Weevil ,  Highmore, 2004 
Kathleen Grady 
South Dakota State University 
tany Chtrtet and Jerry Miiier 
USDA-ARS, Northern Crop Science Lab, Fargo, N.D. 
The red sunflower seed weevil, Smicronyx fulvus Leconte, 
is a serious pest of sunflower in North and South Dakota. 
Adult females lay eggs in immature seeds, the vs hatch, 
and larvae consume a portion of the kernel, causing eco-­
nomic damage in the form of lost yield and oil content of 
oilseed sunflower and both yield and quality of confection 
sunflower. 
The goal of this project is to identify sunflower germplasm 
with genetic resistance to the red sunflower seed weevil 
Resistant germplasm, if identified, will be made available 
to seed companies for incorporation into hybrids. 
This was the third year of a cooperative rrial conducted by 
the USDA·ARS Sunflower Research Unit, Fargo, N.D., 
and the South Dakota Experiment Station Sunflower 
germplasm tested were lines developed by the USDA-ARS 
through a recurrent selection breeding procedure, interspe­
cific crosses, and accessions obtained from the North 
Central Plant Introduction Station, Ames, Iowa. 
In 2002, 41 lines and J S  accessions were screened at 
Highmore. The treatments were replicated four times in a 
randomized block experiment Up to four heads from each 
row (treatment) were threshed and a pooled sample of seed 
sent to the USDA·ARS, Northern Crop Science 
Laboratory, Fargo, N.D., for evaluation of seed damage. A 
random sample of 200 seeds from each plot was examined 
and the percentage of seeds damaged by larval feeding 
determined. 
Red seed weevil infestation levels were high at Highmore 
in 2002, and seed damage levels ranged from 8% to 55%. 
The 2003 trials at Highmore retested 20 lines and 4 acces­
sions that showed low numbers of damaged seeds in the 
2002 trials, plus 8 new accessions. Four replications were 
planted and five sunflower heads were harvested from each 
plot. Heads were threshed individually and seed shipped 
to the USDA-ARS sunflower insect laboratory, where they 
evaluated 100 seeds from each head for seed weevil dam­
age. Seed damage ranged from 5% to 41 %. 
In 2004, 18  accessions and the check variety USDA 
Hybrid 894 were planted in single-row plots, four replica­
tions Up to five heads were harvested and threshed from 
each row and a pooled seed sample sent to Fargo for dam· 
age evaluation. Results are pending 
The Highmore portion of this research was funded by the 
SDSU Agricuhural Experiment Station and the SDSU 
Plant Science Department oilseed breeding project 
Table 1.  Mean percentage of seed damaged by rad sunflower seed weevil from sunflower 
lines and accessions evaluated al Highmore, S.D., in 2004. 
Uneor % DamaQ_ed S eed 
Accession ID Jtl» 2003 2004· 
98 1854 USDA RSSW 13.1 11  
98 1855 USDA RSSW 17 22 
98 1859 USDA RSSW 22.8 + 5.2 10 
98 1860 USDA RSSW 19 8 + 9.9 12  
98 1864 USDA RSSW 21 1 1  
98 1865 USDA RSSW 26 3 + 12 8 23 
98 1867 USDA RSSW 18.8 + 0 8  12 
. 
'--�•W iiP;af ».lil 
• T •  
Table 1, cont. 
LlnB or % Damaged Seed ---
Accession ID ;JKJ2 2()()3 2i10.J• 
981871 USDA RSSW 13.5 20 
981873 USDA RSSW 22.0 + 8.1 1 2  
981875 USOARSSW 24.2 + 14.9 14 
98 1879-4 USOA RSSW 13.8 + 5.9 5 
98 1881 USDA RSSW 12.6 + 3.6 13 
981882 USDA RSSW 8.1 + 4.1 17 
981883 USDA RSSW 23.8 + 5.3 25 
981884 USDA RSSW 7.8 + 1.8 8 
98 1885 USDA RSSW 9.3 + 1.8 17 
981892 USDA RSSW 15.6 + 11 4 22 
981893 USOA RSSW 22 18 
98 1898 USDA RSSW 13.0 + 6.2 27 
98 1868 USDA RSSW 36.8 + 3.1 15 
TUB·346 TUB·346 27 
TUB·1709·2 TUB-1709-2 32 
RF-TIJB-346 RF-TUB·346 30 
GIG-1616·2 GIG-1616-2 35 
P1 251465 NO. K1918 24.7 +4 6 23 
Pl486366 CAl<SISKIJ 269 8.0 + 4.0 25 
Pl 294658 SMENA (SUS) 18 
P1 431506 T 6651+2 (SUS) 42.3 + 20.9 21 
HY8894 Hybrid 894(<:heck) 29.8 + 13.8 26 
Hlr 828·3 41 * 
Str 1622·1 17 • 
Str 1622·2 15 
Ames 3269 PURPUREUS 18.2 + 1.3 13 • 
Ames 3391 * 
Ames 3454 • 
Pl 170385 
Pl 253n6 
Pl 267665 
Pl 291403 
Hybrid 894 Hybrid 894(chetk) 29.8 + 13.8 26 .. 
P1 386230 
P1 431506 T 6651-1·2 (SUS) 42.3 + 20.9 21 .. 
Pl 431513 • 
Pl 431542 
Pl494859 
Pl 494861 • 
P1 497939 • 
Pl 505651 • 
Hybrid 894 Hybrid 894(check) -Z:1 
• Seed damage evaluations from 2004 are In process . 
.:Cl! � . llmt 
•8• 
2004 Highmore Report 
Weed Control 
l. Wrage, D. Denelle. D. Vos. B. Root 
South Dakota State University 
Experiment stations make it possible to evaluate experimen­
tal tteabnents and to demonstrate practices. The Highmore 
station is a strategic location for several weed control field 
trials. The location provides performance di1III and field 
tour training opportunities for produceIS and industry in 
central South Dakota. 
2004 projects 
This was the second year of expansion of crops included in 
the evaluation and demonstrations Pulse crop work was 
expanded. Wild oat and wild buckwheat in wheat. kochia 
bumdown, alfalfa establishment, and millet are recent addi· 
tions. Com, soybean, sunflower, safflower, oat, and grain 
soJi}lum evaluations were continued. 
2004 season 
Dry, cool Vll'Cather slowed early crop and weed development 
Crop development improved as the season progressed 
Weed growth was somewhat variable in some cereal crop 
sites. 
1004 reports 
Fertilizer and Herbicide Carrier in Winter Wheat 
Wild Buckwheat Control in Spring Wheat 
Wild Oat Control in Spring Wheat 
Volunteer Express Sunflower Control in Spring Wheat 
No-Till Com Demonstration 
Soybean Herbicide Demonstration 
Grain Sorghum Demonstration 
Weed Control in Sunflowers 
No-Till Sunflower Demonstration 
Chickpea Demonstration 
Field Pea Weed Control 
Weed Control in Safflower 
Flax Demonstration 
Evaluation of Herbicides on Millet 
Alfalfa Demonstration · New Seeding 
Spring Alfalfa Bumdown 
Kochia Bumdown 
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NOTE: Data reported in this publication are results from 
field tests that include experimental products, experimental 
uses, or experimental rates or combinations, or other unla­
beled uses for herbicide products Tradenames of products 
used are listed; there frequently are other brand products 
available in the market. Users are responsible for applying 
herbicide according to label directions Refer to the appro­
priate weed control fact sheet available from county 
Extension offices for herbicide n:<:ommendations. 
RCB; 3 reps 
Planting Date: 9/16/03 
vartety: Wtsf8y 
PO.sn MCW4: whm 4 u. 12-14· 
WlbW 3-6" 
SOii: Clay loam; 2.5% OM; 6.2 pH 
Precipltltion: 
POST: 1st week 1.95 Inches 
2nd qlk 0.42 tndtas 
VCRR:Visual Cl"OI> �ponse Rating 
(O:zno Injury. 1oc.aimpfete kill) 
WJbPWlld buckwheat 
tOMM£NTS: Pt.lrpt?A I.Cl Ml 1ra2 !tin mrJ11e1 111 ll!lael mhiiUEfi ftrfilum Cll'l 11ffli!� t1l!ffl�1 p!t1Drmmc1.. LnaHraUJg �rt1ll:m {lull 
not reduce wlld buckWheat control and did not Increase vtsual crop Injury response. 
Tlflltmlnt 
Check 
flOSTEMERGENCE 
2,4·0 ester 
2.4·0 ester 
2.4·0 ester 
Bronate Advanced 
Bronate Advanced 
Bronate Advanced 
Ally Extra+2,4-0 ester+NIS 
Ally Extra.+2,4-0 ester+NIS 
Ally Extra+2,4·D ester+NIS 
LSD (.05) 
1 pt 
1 pt 
1 pt 
1.2 pt 
1.2 pt 
1.2 pt 
.3 oz+.5 pt+.25% 
.3 oz+.5 pt+.25% 
.3 Ol+.5 pt+.25% 
20 gal water 
10 gal Wirter/ 
10 gal 28% N 
20 gal 28% N 
20 gal water 
1oga1 n.er/ 
10 gal 28% N  
20gal 28% N 
20 gal water 
10 gal waler/ 
10 gal 28% N 
20 gal 28% N 
" VCRR " Wlbw 
llmlfU 7/'lMU 
0 0 
0 23 
0 20 
3 10 
0 85 
0 73 
0 72 
0 85 
0 88 
0 90 
3 8 
Tallle 2. Wiid Hcbllllfal control In spring wt111L 
RCB; 3 reps 
Variety: 0><1n 
PlantfnQ Date: 4/5/04 
POST: 5120/04; wu 4 If, 12·14"; Wlbw 3·6" 
Soll: � loam; 2.8% OM; 6.3 pH 
Tf88tment 
Check 
POSTEMERGENCE 
2,4·Destar 
Hi-Oep 
Brmate Advanced 
Bronale Advanced 
Qarlty+2,4-D amine 
C1arity+2,4-D amine 
Aim EW+2,4-D amine 
Hannony GT XP+2,4-0 ester+NIS 
Curtail 
Alty Exba+2,4-D es1er+NJS 
St:arane+Curta.11 M 
LSD (J)5) 
Rar&'l'I 
.5 pt 
1 pt 
.8 pt 
1.2 pt 
2 oz+8oz 
4oz+loz 
.S oz+8 oz 
.4 oz+8 oz+.25% 
2 pt 
.3 oz+8 oz+.25% 
8.15 oz+29 oz 
Preclpltrtlon: 
POST: 1st 'Ntik 1.95 inches 
2nd week 0.42 Inches 
Wlbw.Vfild buckvmeat 
% Wlbw 
7l2MJ' 
0 
53 
43 
80 
88 
77 
88 
63 
75 
88 
85 
92 
12 
Tlllfl 3. Wiid Oil antrol l1 "'1IO wllllt. 
RCB: 3 reps 
Planting Date: 4l5I04 
var1�: Oxen 
POST: 5120/04; \litleat 3·4 If; 5·6" 
Wloa 1-2 H: 3-4• 
TnJatmsnt 
Check 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Discover NG 
Puma 
Everast+NIS 
Sltverado+MSO 
Puma+Clarity 
Pwna+Ha.nnony GT XP 
Puma+AimEW 
Pullllt+Star.lte 
Puma.Broom Advanced 
Discover NG+eronaa Mwnr.ad 
Sllwrado+Bronafe Advanced+MSO 
LSO (.�) 
'4ita/il 
18oz 
.67 pt 
.6 oz+.25% 
1.78 oz+1.5 pt 
.67 pt+ .25 pt 
Jr/ pt+.4 oz 
.67 pt+.5 oz 
.67 pt+.67 pt 
.67 pt+.8pt 
16 Olt.8pt 
1.78 oz+.8 pt+1.S pt 
Preclpltatk)n: 
POST: 1st week 1.95 Inches 
2nd week 0.42 inches 
Wli!la=\Vftd oat 
% W/oa " n'IDil 
;� &S'04 
0 0 
75 73 
80 76 
68 81 
76 75 
81 n 
81 80 
73 73 
78 n 
73 68 
73 73 
60 70 
12 12 
RCB: 3 re,� 
Plantfng Data: 4f/J/N 
Variety: Oxen 
POST: 6!2,ID-1; wheat fH tf, &-10' 
Vosf 3-8" 
Solt. Qay toam: 2.1% OM; 6.4 pH 
Predpitatkln: 
POST: 1st we. Ull Inches 
2nd Wilflk 3.00 Inches 
VCM Jl5wl CrtlV � '111"1.:ilG 
(0:oo tl)Ury; 1 OO.aamp1J!i1 ldN) 
Vosf=Vofunteer sunflower 
llD:'IIMEITTS.. U'al.!..IJUI blffil8 £ip_l'IIS! !llnf".l{!,ft'IJr CX!tfll W � Non SU herbicides Wirt vtrJ lffectM. 
Tll8tmlnt 
Chedc 
POSTEMERGENC£ 
2,4-D ester 
Clarity 
8ronat8 #\tllf..tf\lUld 
Harmony GT XP+NIS 
AllyXP+NIS 
Starane 
MCPAestlJ 
Stinger 
Aim EW+NIS 
LSD (.05) 
Ratl!A 
12 O? 
4 oz 
.8 pt 
.-45 oz+.5% 
.6 0?+.5% 
.67 pt 
12. oz 
.33 pt 
.5 oz+.5% 
S W1Mat  
% VCRR 
&5.it)4 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
�-.-U�r ."M:.T,-'m,1!GI �\t 
• 13 • 
" Mm  
� 
&5'04 
0 
98 
98 
98 
0 
0 
98 
98 
98 
20 
3 
Table 5. No·HU com demonstration. 
RCB; 3 reps 
Planting Date: 4127104 
Variety: DeKalb DKC 44·46 
EPP: 4!i!'Q4 
PRE: 4/27 /04 
POST: 6/14/04; Com V3·4, 8-10" 
Grfl 3·4 H, 2-5"; KOCZ 1·4" 
Soil: Clay loam. 2.8% OM; 6.3 pH 
Precipitation: 
EPP: 1st week 0.00 inches 
2nd week 0.00 inches 
PRE: 1st week 0.00 inches 
2nd Wilek 0.55 inches 
POST: 1st week 0.75 inches 
Grft=Green foxtail 
KOCZ=Kochla 
COMMENTS: Delayed weed emergence Preemerge treatments performed better than expected with dry early conditions but con· 
tributed to late season control. Postemerge treatments provided satisfactory grass control and very good kochia control Low rates ot 
atrazine were Important component tor kochia. 
Treatment 
Check 
EARLY PREPLANT 
Bicep Lite II Magnum 
Harness Xtra 
Balance Pro+atrazine 
Lu max 
PREEMERGENCE 
Harness Xlra 
EARLY PREPLANT & POSTEMERGENCE 
Outlook&Oistlnct+NIS+28% N 
Dual II Magnum& Callisto+NIS+28% N 
Atrazine+Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Harness Xtra&Aoundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Harness&Starane+atrazine 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Marksman+NIS 
Steadfast ATZ+COC+28o/o N 
Steadfast ATZ+CallistO+COC+28% N 
Optlon+Marksman+MS0+28% N 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Roundup UltraMax ll+atrazine+AMS 
Roundup UltraMax ll+Clarity+AMS 
LSD (.05) 
% Grft 
Ratf!/A 815104 
0 
2 qt 91 
2 qt 88 
2 25 oz+1 5 pt 83 
2.5 qt 95 
2 qt 85 
21 oz&4 oz+.25%+2 qt 92 
1.67 pt&3 OZ+.25%+2 Ql 91 
1 qt&21 oz+2.5 lb 82 
1 qt&21 02+2.5 lb 89 
2 25 pt& 66 pt+1 pt 92 
3 pt+.25% 23 
14 OZ+ 1%+2 qt 92 
14 oz+2 oz+ 1 %+2 qt 89 
1.5 oz+2 pt+ 1 pt+2 qt 87 
21 oz+2.5 lb 87 
21 oz+ t 5 pt+2 5 lb 91 
21 oz+3 oz+2 s lb 90 
7 
�·ima '11¥11'111'� � P,,�{/IIC'tlillt 
• 14. 
% KOCZ 
815/04 
0 
91 
95 
95 
97 
27 
95 
93 
95 
95 
95 
95 
94 
95 
95 
94 
95 
94 
5 
Table 8. Soyltean llertllclde umonstratlon 
RCB; 3 reps 
Planting Date: 6t2J04 
variety: Asgrow PfJ 14 0 1  
PRE: 6/2/04 
EPOST: 7/12/04; Soybean 3-4 tri, s-r 
Grft 3-4 If, 3-6°; KOCZ 2·8" 
POST: 7/20/04; Soybean Bloom, 10" 
Grft 5·6 If; +&•; KOCZ 4·10" 
Soll: Clay loam. 2.&,. OM; 6.3 pH 
Precipitation: 
PRE: 1st week 0.90 inctles 
2nd week 3.00 inches 
EPOST: 1st week 0.45 inches 
2nd weelt 0.15 inches 
POST: 1st week 0 . 25 inches 
2nd week 2.12 inches 
Grft•Greeo foxtail 
KOCZ:Kochla 
COMMENTS: Roundup Ready soybeans. Glyphosate treatments provided excellent control; very limited late season weed flush. 
Treatment 
Check 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Roundup U!traMax ll+AMS 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS& 
Roundup UltraMax U+AMS 
PREEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Authortty&Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Sencor&Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Valor&Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Valor+Python&Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE 
Extreme+AMS 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Select+Harmony GT XP+FirstRate+ 
NIS+AMS 
LSD ( 05) 
Ra WA 
22 oz+2.5 lb 
22 oz+2.5 II> 
22 OZ+2.5 lb& 
22 oz+2.5 lb 
4 oz&22 oz+2.5 lb 
4 oz&22 oz+2.5 lb 
2 oz&22 oz+2.5 lb 
2 oz+ 1 oz&22 oz+2.5 lb 
3 pt+2.5 lb 
6 oz+.083 oz+.3 oz+ 
25%+2 5 lb 
% Grft 
8/5/04 
0 
97 
96 
98 
98 
96 
97 
98 
98 
57 
2 
ii:.u• f.n-,-;i ,m,· .- llGIII,;J ,;wm '\� �<1iDI 
• 15 • 
% KOCZ 
8/5/04 
0 
96 
98 
98 
98 
98 
98 
98 
98 
30 
3 
T1bl1 7. Gr1tn so11hlm demonllrltlon. 
RCS; 3 nips  
Panting Date: 6l2/04 
Variety: DK 2.BE 
PRE: 6l2J04 
POST: 7/12/CJ; Sort,hum V4-5, a-14• 
Grft 3-4 If, 3-6"; KOCZ 3-6" 
Prec:lpttatlon: 
PRE: 1st week 0.90 Inches 
2nd week 3.00 lndlas 
POST: 1st week 0.45 tncttes 
2noweek0.15 lnches 
VCRR=Visual Crop Response Rating 
(O=no In� 100=com1)11te kill) 
Grtt=Green foxtal 
KOCZ Kochta 
COMMENTS: Good preemervence activity. Weeds variable at l)OS1errtef0911mlng; some grasses meeded Ol)tlmum size. 
% VCRR 
Root " Grtt " KOCZ 
T181tmfnt Rm/A 815,1)4 &5ID4 &'Ml4 
Check 0 0 0 
PREEMERGENCE 
Bicep Lite II Magnum 1.5qt 0 90 93 
Outlook 19 oz 0 89 40 
PREEMERGENCE & POfilMERGENCE 
Outloolc&Buctril 19 oz&1 pt 0 89 85 
Outlook&Buctrll+atrazine 19 oz& 1 pt+ 1.5 pt 0 93 96 
Outlook&Qartty 19 oz&6 oz 8 91 90 
Outlook&Basagran..atrazine 19 oz&1 pt+1.5 pt 0 93 88 
Outlook&2,4·0 amine 19 oz&1.5 pt 17 91 68 
POSTEMERGEHCE 
Paramount+COC+28% N 5.33 oz+1%+2.5% 1) 74 27 
Paramount+atrazine+COC+28% N 5.33 oz+1.S pt+1%+2.5% 0 76 25 
LSD (.05) 2 4 7 
Tille I. Wttll conlrol ln eulllowtrl. 
RC8; 3 reps 
Plan1tng DID: 6121()4 
Vlrlety: CL-8N429CL 
PPIIPRE: 8l'lJ04 
POST: 711�; Sunflower 14-20"' 
Grft 3...f If, 4-8"; Colq 2-4� Rri,wM· 
Soll: Clay loam, 2.3% OM; 8.5 pH 
�: 
PPIJPRE: 1st Miik 0.90 Inches 
2nd week 3.00 Inches 
POST: 1stW91k 0.45 lndlet 
2nd WNk0.1S lnchel 
Grfi..Orten faxld 
ColqaCommon llmbeqiartar 
R,pw.:Rednlot ptgwNd 
COMMENTS: Q>nvanllonal 11H sunflower. Clllrftald hybrid. Dara ldll1ffllel saHdadofy PfOOl'lfflS-
T,.,,,,,,,,, Rlfr(A 
Check 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Trttlan 2 pt 
Sonalan 3 pt 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED & PftEEMERGENCE 
Trmt&Spartan 2 pt&4oz 
PREEMERGENCE 
Spartan 4oz 
PREEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Spartml&Sellct+COC 4 oz&6oz+1% 
POSTl:MERGENCE 
Poast+COC 1 pt+1% 
PREPtANT INCORPORATED 
PrcM1 H20 3.5 pt 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED & POSrEM�NCE 
Prowl H20&Beyond+NIS+28% N 3 pt&4 oz+.25%+2.5% 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Beo;ond+NIS+28% N 
LSD (.05) 
4 az+.25 n:2.5% 
" Grit  
� 
0 
85 
88 
92 
79 
97 
98 
83 
89 
7 
79 85 
91 92 
97 97 
97 98 
!l 
86 i1 
91 
71 
7 
75 
t 
Table 9. No-till sunflower demonstradon. 
RCS; 3 reps 
Planting Date: 612/04 
Variety: See comments 
EPP: 4122/04 
PRE: 612104 
POST: 7112/04; Sunflower 12·16" 
Grtt 3·6 If; 4· 12": KOCZ 6-16• 
Soll: Clay loam; 2.6o/o OM; 6.5 pH 
PreclpltaUon: 
EPP: 1st week 0.00 inches 
2nd week 0.00 inches 
PRE: 1st week 0.90 inches 
2nd week 3.00 Inches 
POST: 1st week 0.45 inches 
2nd week0.15 inches 
VCRR=Visual Crop Response Rating Grtt=Green foxtail 
{O=no 1ntury; 100=complete kill) KOCZ=Kochia 
COMMENTS: Evaluation of weed programs In sunflower. varlable .d size. Data suggest possible significant ALS resistant biotypes in 
kocllla population. 
Treatment 
Check 
EARLY PREPLANT 
Spartan 
Spartan 
Prowl H20+Spartan 
Dual II Magnum 
Dual II Magnum..Spartan 
EARLY PREPLANT & PREEMERGENCE 
Spartan&Spartan 
PREEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Prowl H20&Poast+COC 
EARLY PREPLANT & POSTEMERGENCE 
Spartan&Select+COC 
POSTEMEAGENCE 
Beyond+NIS+28% N 
Express XP+NIS 
POSTEMERGENCE 
8eyond+NIS+28% N 
Beyond+NIS+28% N 
PREEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Prowl H20&Beyond+NIS+28% N 
Spartan&Beyond+NIS+28% N 
LSD ( 05) 
RatBIA 
3.5 oz 
5 oz 
5/0NEiA 63M80 
3 1  pt+3.5 oz 
2 pt 
1.75 pt+3 oz 
2 oz&1.5 oz 
3.1 pt& 1 pt+ 1% 
3.5 oz&6 oz+ 1 o/o 
4 oz+ .25%+ 1 o/o 
33 OZ-t 5% 
CLEARFIELD • CL8N429 
4 oz+.25%+ 1% 
8 oz+ 25%+1% 
3.1 pt&4 oz+.25%+1% 
3.5 oz&4 oz+.25%+1% 
% VCRR 
815/04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
97 
93 
D 
c 
0 
0 
Clnral C,ops n Sotls Restl!rch Sition -'tn;tJ.. R,p(J(t 2fXH 
• 11• 
% Grit 
8/5104 
0 
81 
85 
91 
93 
89 
69 
97 
98 
85 
0 
95 
95 
95 
98 
4 
% KOCZ  
815/04 
0 
95 
96 
96 
10 
91 
94 
52 
94 
22 
47 
12 
25 
78 
97 
8 
Table 10. Chickpea demonstration. 
RCB; 3 reps Precipitation: 
Planting Date: 4/15/04 PRE: 1st week 0.00 inches 
Variety: 8·90 2nd week 0.00 inches 
PRE: 4N5/04 POST: 1st week 1.50 Inches 
POST: 6/3/04; Chickpea 5·7" 2nd week 2.40 inches 
Colq 1·3·: Gr1t 1·2 If, 1·2· 
Soil: Clay loam; 2 1% OM; 6.5 pH 
Grtt..Green foxtail 
VCRR=Visual Crop Rlllponse Rating Colq:Common lambsq UiF111rs 
(O=no injury; 100:eomplete kill) 
COMMENTS: Screening evaluation for chickpea herbicides. Crop tolerance was acceptable for most treatments except Raptor. Basagran 
appeared to provide a safening effect for Raptor. 
% VCRR % VCRR % Grft % Colq Yield 
Treatment Rate/A �,ti.I 815104 8/5104 8/5104 rn� 
Check 0 0 0 0 1298 
PREEMERGENCE 
Sencor .331b 0 0 80 73 1541 
Princep 1 qt 0 0 75 40 1597 
Prowl H20 3 5 pt 0 0 85 82 1489 
Pursuit Plus 2 5  pt 1 5  8 90 80 1139 
Outlook 19 oz 0 0 88 18 1537 
Callisto 6 oz 7 2 46 73 1354 
Spartan 4 oz 0 3 88 85 1563 
Spartan 8 oz 2 2 92 95 1488 
Axiom 7 oz 0 0 87 25 1417 
Axiom 14 oz 3 3 85 23 1425 
Pursuit 2L 3 oz 13 7 90 45 1380 
Pursuit 2L 6 oz 25 13 90 32 1221 
Rapt or 4 oz 13 13 90 40 760 
Dual II Magnum 1.67 pt 3 2 90 38 1358 
Degree 4.25 pt 2 5 90 68 1379 
Command3ME 1.5 pt 43 2 89 76 1353 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Raptor+NIS+28% N 4 oz+.25%+1% 62 94 81 122 
Raptor+e�ran+ 4 oz+1 pt+ 
N1St28% N 25%+1% 28 91 93 756 
Aim EW+NIS+28% N .5 oz+ 25%+1% 10 0 88 1497 
LSD (.05) "' 6 13 18 319 
Table 11. Fleld pea w11d control. 
RCB; 3 reps 
Planting Data: 4115/04 
Variety: Toledo 
PPIIPRE: 4115/04 
POST: 6/3/04; field pea 3-6" 
Grft 1-2 H; 1-2"; KOCZ 1·3" 
Soll: Clay loam; 2.1% OM; 6.5 pH 
Preclplta1ion: 
PPUPRE: 1st week 0.00 Inches 
2nd week 0.00 Inches 
POST: 1st week 1.50 Inches 
2nd week 2.40 Inches 
Grtt=Green foxtail 
KOCZ:Kochia 
COMMENTS: Moderate weed pressure. Several treatments provided satisfiilllll,Y fo>ttail control. Spartan and Raptor+Basagran exceeded 
90% k�la control. Data suggests partial ALS resistant kochla populaUon. 
% Grft % KOCZ Yield 
Treatment Ratel A S/3/04 Sf.W4 tbs/A 
Check 0 0 1565 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Dual II Magnum 2 pt 92 15 1457 
Prowl H20 2.17 pt 90 60 1480 
Treflan 1.5 pt 90 83 1617 
Sonalan 2 pt 90 78 1771 
PREEMERGENCE 
Outlook 21 oz 90 33 1BM 
Spartan 5.33 oz 82 95 1769 
Sencor .Sib 55 85 1348 
Pursuit 2L 1.08 oz 87 62 1561 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Pursuit OG+NIS 1.08 oz+.25o/o 90 77 1711 
Raptor+NIS 4 oz+.25% 90 43 1621 
Raptor+Basagran+N IS 4 OZ+2 pt+.25% 90 93 1379 
Poast+Basagran+COC 1.5 pt+2 pt+ 1 pt 92 85 1354 
Assure ll+COC 7 oz+1 pt 98 0 1546 
Select+COC 7 oz+1 pt 98 0 169t 
Thistrol 4 pt 35 42 1582 
LSD (.05) 13 18 228 
T1lalt 12. Wud conbOI In llfflonr. 
flC8; 3 raps. 
fllantlno Oal8: <4115/04 
Varilty: finch 
SPPllPRE: 4115/04 
POST 6.'3J04; Safflower 2-t" 
Grit 1·2 If. 1·2"; KOCZ 1-3"; Colq 1·S­
Soll: Cllay loam; 2.1% OM; 6.7 pH 
Prldpitlllon: 
SPPIIPRE: 1st week 0.00 lnclles 
2nd WNk 0.00 Inches 
POST: 1st Wiik 1.50 fndlls 
2nd week 2.40 Inches 
Grft•Green foxtail 
KOT:b=Kochla 
COlq.Camman lambsquar1ffl 
COMMENTS: Moderate W8ld density. No trubnll1t lftect on Sllnd or fflllturtty. Spartan and Valor pnwldld good bnradlllf Wiid 
control: no adverse crop ��onst. 
" fijJf J, KOCZ  " Colq  YliMI 
Trtatmlnt �� &sifJ.J &'MU &S'lU lbs/A 
Check 0 0 0 608 
SHALLOW PREPLANT INCORPORAfED 
imllan 1 qt 93 43 33 �v 
Sonalan 1.5 qt 93 55 52 814 
Dual II Magnum 2 pt 92 38 40 831 
PREEMERGENCE 
DuaJII MilQrlum 2 pt 90 35 28 765 
OuUook 19 oz 89 45 30 750 
PREl:MERGENCE & PO!il"EMERGENCE 
�rtm&Poast+COC 4 oz&1 pt+1 pt 94 92 94 � 
Spartan&Poast+COC 8 oz&1 pt+1 pt 95 96 96 820 
Valor&Poast+COC 3 oz&1 pt+1 pt 97 92 83 9BP 
POmMERGENCE 
Select+COC 6 oz+1 pt 98 0 0 822 
� {J)5) 5 23 21 191 
Table 13. flax demonstration. 
RCB: 3 reps Precipitation: 
Planting Date: 4/15104 SPPIIPRE: 1st week O 00 inches 
Variety: 5elby 2nd week 0.00 inches 
SPPI/PRE: 4/15/04 POST: 1st week 1.50 i ni;;nes 
POST: 6/3I04; Aax 3-7" 2nd week 2.40 inches 
Grft 1-211, 1-2"; KOCZ 2·4"; Colq 2-s· 
Soll: Clay loam, 2 .1% OM; 6.7 pH Grft:Green foxtail 
KOCZ=Kochla 
VCRR:Vlsual Crop Response Rating Colq:Common lambsquarter 
(O::no injury; 100:complete klll) 
COMMENTS: Evaluation of herbicide for use in flax. Buctril and MCPA provided very good llroadleaf control. 
% VCRR % Grft % KOCZ % Colq Yield 
Ttmtment Rate/A 8/5/04 &'5ID4 &'5114 &'MU bu/A 
Check 0 0 0 0 18 
SHALLOW PREPLANT INCORPORA1ED 
Tretlan 1.5 pt 94 87 5 20 
PREEMERGENCE 
Spartan 4 oz 0 85 92 67 20 
PREEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Spartan&Poast+COC 4 oz&1 pt+1 qt D 98 90 71 23 
POSTEMERGENCE 
MCPAamine 1 pt 0 0 25 88 18 
MCPA ester 1 pt 0 0 88 96 20 
Buctril 1 pt 0 0 94 92 16 
Buctril+Select 1 pt+7 oz 0 98 96 94 19 
Stinger +Poast+COC 33 pt+1 pt+1 qt 0 98 20 92 14 
Curtail M 2.33 pt 0 0 84 96 17 
Select 7 oz 0 98 0 0 18 
Callisto+COC 3 OZ+1 qt 13 0 95 97 1 2  
LSD (.05) 4 2 8 9 NS 
Table 14. Evaluallon or herbicides on mntlt. 
RCB: 2 reps Precipitation: 
Planting Date: 618/04 POST: 1st week 0.45  Inches 
POST: 7112/04; Sunrise 3·4 If, 12-16"; Siberian 3-4 If, 12-14"; Japanese 3-4 If. 8-12"; 2nd week 0.15 Inches 
German 2-3 If, 6-10"; Pearl 3 -4 If, 12-14"; Sorg/Sudan 3·4 If, 1&-24' 
Soil: Clay loam; 2.1% OM; 6.4 pH VCRR=Visual Crop Response Rating 
(O:no injury; 10 0::complete klll) 
COMMENTS: Evaluation of crop tolerance to herbicides at X and 2X normal rates. favorable crop conditions for millet. Tolerance in 2 004 
appeared greater for some treatments than In  previous tests. Data will support special registration requests 
Tml1rlenl R,nr{A 
Ch�k 
POSTEMERGENCE 
2,4-Damine 8 oz 
2,4-0amine 160? 
Bromm Advanced 8 pt 
Bronate Advanced l.6pt 
Starane .5 pt 
Star.me I pl 
Clarity 4 oz 
Clarity 8 oz 
Peak+NIS .5 02+ 25% 
Peak+NIS 1 oz 
AimEW+NIS 5oz 
Alm EW+NIS 1 oz 
LSD (OS) 
ll&tmiJII � 
Check 
POSTEMERGENCE 
2.4·0 amine 8 oz 
2,4·0 amine 16 oz 
Bronate Advanced .8 pt 
Bronate Advanced 1.6 pt 
Starane 5 pl 
Starane 1 pt 
Clanly 4 oz 
Clarity 8 oz 
Peak+NIS .5 OZt.25% 
Peak+NIS 1 oz 
Aim EW+NIS .5 oz 
Aim EW•NIS 1 OZ 
LSD {.05) 
SUNRISE SIBERIAN 
" &.QR " VCRR " VCRR " &.QR " !.lt'RR " VCRR " VCRR " IICRR 
� 
712(Jl(U 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'J 
"' VCRR 
{� 
7,2(Jl(U 
n 
u 
0 
0 
u 
b 
0 
1'1-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u� � llQ � llJ!lmr � IJIJt, 
7/20/04 1'21/04 ffl/04 7/20/04 m,;w., 91'111()4 912t/04 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 80 0 0 30 
0 0 0 80 0 0 30 
3 0 0 0 5 0 0 
5 0 0 0 10 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 15 0 0 
15 0 0 0 15 0 0 
s 0 ff 0 if 0 0 
GERMAN P�R, 
" VCRR " VCRR " VCRR "� " VCRR " VCRR " VCRR 
I p 1\111" UQOJ � I! .lli.:IIJ l.ii.\f,"' 
7 /20/04 !J.121/04 !J/21/()4 712GfH 7/2004 9121/04 
0 Cl Q 'Cl 11:1 D 
0 20 0 0 0 0 
0 30 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 (J (I fl 0 0 
0 0 (I a 0 0 
0 (I Cl 0 0 0 
0 � (] It 0 0 
10 (J (J D 10 0 
8 a a n 10 0 
3 ii 0 a 4 0 
Clltnl C�s anJ Soils RIMllrlt Stition �� 2"" 
• 23 .  
9121I04 
£j 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
�MA� " VCRR " �R "  " VCRR 
� .UIUl11 (�qli!U Dl1'0' 
7!2D/04 7/10lfU 9121/04 912tl04 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
0 5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Q s 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
ti 0 0 0 
� 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
d 10 0 0 
II 6 0 0 
$.0.8.ti.HlJ.IIISUDAN 
" VCRR % IICRR "- YCRR % VCRR 
� trn11111 �  fJdj 
7/20/04 7/20/04 91211()4 912111)4 
n Ci 0 ll 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 6 0 0 
Table 15. Alf1H1 demonalralion · new nadlng. 
RCB; 3 reps Precipitation: 
ptantlng Date: 4115/04 PPI: 1st week 0.00 inches 
variety: Vernal 2nd week 0.00 inches 
PPI: 4115/04 EPOST: 1st week 1.50 inches 
EPOST: 613/04; Altatta 1·2 tri, 1-2"; 2nd week 2.40 inches 
Grit 1·2 If, 1·2"; Colq .S-1"; Rrpw 1·4· POST: 1st week 0.75 inches 
POST: 6114/04; Alfalfa 3·4 trl, 4.5• 2nd week 0.55 inches 
Grft 2·3 If. 3·4°: Colq 2·4·: Rrpw 2-6· 
Gr1t=Green foxtail 
Colq=Common tambsquarter 
R11JW=Redroot pigweed 
HanS=Hairy nightshade 
COMMENTS: Evaluation of herbicides for new alfalfa seeding Pursuit, Raptor. and Buctril provided good broadleaf control 
% Grft % Colq % Rrpw % H1ns 
Trutment Rata.'A &1M)4 8l5m4 8/5/04 815/04 
Oats/Alfalfa 95 78 10 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE 
Oats+Poast Plus+COC 1.5 pt+ 1 qt 85 82 85 42 
Check 0 0 0 0 
PREPLANT INCORPORATEO 
Tretlan 1.5 pt 96 82 93 7 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE 
Poast Plus+COC 1 5 pt+1 qt 98 0 0 0 
Select+COC 7 oz+1 qt 98 0 0 0 
Pursuit OG+MS0+28% N 1.44 oz+ 1 qt+ 1 qt 97 90 95 98 
Raptor+MS0+28% N 4 oz+1 qt+1 Qt 97 97 95 98 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Buctril 1.5 pt 0 92 96 97 
Buctril+Select+COC 1 pt+7 OZ+ 1 qt 98 86 93 93 
Butyrac 200+Select+COC 1.5 pt+7 oz+ 1 qt 97 90 95 75 
LSD (.05) 1 10 3 10 
T1111, 11. lprl1g 1ltaltl bumdnwn. 
RCB; 3 reps 
POST: 4!2�; Alfalfa 4.:6" 
SOii: Clay loem; 2.6% OM; 6.S pH 
Prlapltalion: 
POST· 1st Wiik 0.00 Inches 
2nd Miik 0.00 Inches 
Comments: Spring llfaJfa burndown. Most effedive conb'ol was obtained With 2.4-D or i\oundup + 2.4-D. 
'K.AlH 
Trlllmfnt lillr/A 5111/04 
Check 0 
POSTEMERGENCE 
2,4·Dester 1 qt 85 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 21 oz+2.5 lb 43 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 42 oz+2.5 lb so 
Roundup UltraMax 11+2,4·0 ester+AMS 21 oz+ 1 pt+2.5 lb 99 
Cu nail 2 pt n 
Stinger .33 pt 55 
2,4·0 r+Clarlty .75 pt+4 oz 82 
LSD (.OS) 16 
Tible 17. Kochla bumdown. 
RCB: 2,eJJi 
BURNDOWN: 6fl.w4; KOCZ 4-5"; W1bw 3-6° 
Soll: CII'/ loam; 2.3% OM; 6.5 pH 
�pltatlon: 
1stweek 0.85 Inches 
2rld week 0.30 Inches 
KW:Kochla 
Wlbwz:Wld buckwbaat 
COMMENTS: Vsy heavy koc:llla, vnbJe bucl.whaat Evaiuadon of flllow herl*ldlls. No ac,parent antagonisms wtth tank-rnbcas. 
Check 
BURNDOWN 
Roundup Orlgtnal Max+AMS 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
Roundup UltraMax ll+AMS 
ET 
Roundup UttraMax ll+ET +AMS 
Roundup UltraMax ll+Alm EW+AMS 
Roundup UltraMax U+2,4·D ester+AMS 
Roundup UttraMax II+ 
Harmony GT XP+AMS 
Roundup uttraMax ll+Spartan+AMS 
Roundup tNhaMax U+Stuane+AMS 
Roundup unraMax 11+8uctd+AMS 
LSO (.OS) 
22 oz+2.5 lb 
22 oz+2.5 lb 
11  oz+2.5 lb 
1 oz 
t1 0&5�511 
11 oz+.S oz+2.5 lb 
11 oz+1 pt+2.S lb 
11 12!r 
.C)83 oz+2.5 lb 
11  oz+3.5 oz+2.5 lb 
11 oz+.5 pt+2.5 lb 
11 n.:--.75 pt+2.5 lb 
" KOCZ 
&'3Q,1'U 
0 
48 
33 
25 
5 
30 
48 
65 
23 
28 
76 
25 
22 
� KOCZ "W1bw 
7/20/04 1/'lOlfU 
0 0 
98 97 
97 90 
90 93 
15 50 
94 60 
94 94 
91 94 
89 80 
85 98 
94 94 
65 98 
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Fertilizer and Soil Test Effects on Wheat 
Jim Gerwlng, Ron Geldennan, Anthony Bly, and Mike Volek 
Soutll Dakota State University 
Soil testing research has shown that knowledge of soil test 
levels can improve the profitability of fenilizer use. Profits 
increase if more fertilizer is used when soil test levels are 
low and little or no fertilizer is used when test levels are 
high. Frequently, however, lhe major nutrients (N P K) and 
sometimes zinc and sulfur are applied without a cu!TeJlt soil 
test. 
This experiment was initiated to demonstrate the long term 
effects of applying phosphorus, potassium, zinc, and sulfur 
regardless of soil test. The intent is to continue the experi­
ment on the same location at the Highmore experiment sta­
tion for a number of years. The planned rotation is soybean 
and wheat. The objective is to demonstrate soil testing's 
ability to predict crop response to fertilizer and fertilizer 
influence on soil tests. 
Materials and methods 
The experiment was established on a Glenham loam soil 
series on the Highmore Experiment Station in 1997 
Glenham soils are deep. well drained soils formed in friable 
glacial till Fertilizer treatments (Table I) consisted of phos­
phorus only (0-46-0), nitrogen only, or phosphorus and 
nitrogen plus either potassium (0-0-60), sulfur (21-0-0-24), 
or zinc (ZnS04-3S%). The nitrogen source was urea except 
part of the N came from ammonium sulfate in the sulfur 
treatment Fenihzer was broadcast on April 4, 2004, and 
Briggs spring wheat no till planted into the soybean residue 
on April 13. Fertilizer treatments have been applied on the 
same ptots since 1997. Fertilizer rates were the same each 
year except nitrogen that varied according to soil test. Plot 
size in this experiment is 25 feet by 50 feet. Harvest is done 
with a small plot combine. 
Results and discussion 
Soil analysis on samples taken on March 30, 2004 is report­
ed in Table 2 The SO lb of nitrogen applied 10 the previous 
soybean crop increased soil residual nitrate by 44 lb/a over 
where no nitrogen had been applied since the stan of the 
study in 1997. No nitrogen would have been recommended 
for soybeans. For this study, however, 50 lb of N had been 
applied to detennine its influence on soybean yield. 
Drought in 2003 severely limited soybean yields and result­
ed in very high nitrate canyover level for wheat this year. 
The sulfur soil test was high and no sulfur would have h«n 
recommended. Previous applications of sulfur increased 
sulfur soil test by 86 lb/a. The 25 lb of phosphorus and 50 
lb of potassium applied each year since 1997 increased 
phosphorus soil test from IO ppm in the check to 28 ppm 
and potassium soil test from 459 to 533 ppm. The phospho­
rus test (10 ppm} was in the medium range and 20 lb of 
phosphorus fenilizer would have been reconunended for a 
50-bu wheat yield goal. The potassium soil test was very 
high and none would have been m:ommended. The zinc 
soil test was raised from O 86 ppm to 5.14 ppm by the annu­
al addition of S lb of zinc for 5 years. The check zinc soil 
test (0.86 ppm) was in the high soil test range No zinc 
would have been recommended regardless of soil test since 
wheat does not usually respond to zinc fertilization 
Wheat yields are reported in Table I .  Dry conditions 
caused severe stress early in the season, but moisture and 
cool conditions after heading resulted in wheat yields 
averaging 49 bu/a. The nitrogen-only treatment had a yield 
of 43 bu/a while all treatments receiving phosphorus 
averaged 50 bu/a 
Although a yield increase to phosphorus would be expected 
with a 10 ppm phosphorus soil test, the 7 bushels here W1:re 
not statistically different from other treatments due to plot 
variability likely caused be early season drought smss. 
There was no response to potassium, sulfur, or zinc treat­
ment, and none was expected since soil tests were very high 
The carryover nitrogen level of 98 lb/a plus N supplied by 
the soybean credit was enough for maximum yield, and 
adding 50 lb as fertilizer N did not increase yield. The fer· 
tilizer nitrogen, however, did increase wheal protein by 2.2 
% to 15 2% 
This site will be rotated back to soybeans in 2005. Similar 
fertilizer treatments will be applied to the same plots. 
Yields and soil tests from the previous years of this study 
can be found in the 1997 - 2003 Highmore annual reports or 
in the 1997 • 2003 SDSU Plant Science Department 
Soil/Water Science Research Annual Report, TB 99. 
Support for theee 8IUdies came mm wrious eomces incJud.. 
ins the Ag Expabuem 5aation. Plant �lO!Ce Dep1r.mea� 1'11111 2. Sell llll 1•11. HlgfHMrl, 2814. 
Extension s�, and the SDSU Soil Testing Lab. 
Soll te:11 Chick TFB"-Hl 
Niba-N, lbla 
1'11119 1. Wllllt yield, llrllllllr lrlll. Hllllntcn, 2tlN 0-61n. 12 16 
61n. -241n. 86 126 
Ktm:lt Sul1Dm S, lb/a 
hrtHillir traatment Yl6fd Plf}DNf 0 - 6 1n. 8 20 
IM but.I � 6 1n. -241n. 86 140 
1. O N + 35 P  53 13.0 a PhasphoruS. ppm 10 28 
2. SO N + O P  43 15.2 b Potlsslum. ppm '" 533 
3. 50 N + 35 P  47 15.3 b 71DC, ppm 0.86 5.14 
4. 50 N + 35 P + 50 K 53 15.4 b OM, % 2.8 
5. 50 N + 35 P + 25 S 49 15.0 b pH 8.3 
6. 50 N + 35 P + 5 Zn 48 15.2 b Satts, mmtwcm 0.3 
Pr. > F  0.20 .001 1 S8mpled 3'»'04 
CV% 12.2 3.9 
LSD NS 0.83 
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Aphid I nfestations, Barley Yel low Dwarf I ncidence, 
Plant Growth , and Yield of Winter Wheat 
in Relation to Planting Date and Seed Treatment 
Louis Helfer and Watter Rledetl, Northern Grain Insects Research Laboratory, USDA·ARS, 8rooklngs 
Marie Langham, Plant Science Department, Soulh Dakota State University 
Summary 
1, Winter wheat was planted on four dates in 2003 (Aug 27, 
Sep 8, and Sep 17 and 29}, and seed in each planting was 
treated with either Gaucho XT (insecticide) + Raxil MD 
(fungicide) or Raxil MD only. Cereal-aphid infestations, 
incidence of barley yellow dwarf, and plant growth and 
yield Vll'ere measured. Aphid data, plant growth, and yield 
results are summarized in this report 
2. Cereal aphid infestations in fall 2003 and spring 2004 
were low (less than 0.3 aphid per 20 tillers) across all plant· 
ings and seed treatments. These low infestations would not 
have impacted yield directly 
3. Seed treatment had no effect upon leaf area index ( at 
boot stage), grain yield, or yield components (as measured 
by hand harvest)_ The 17 September planting date had the 
greatest leaf area index, individual seed weight, and yield 
Combine harvest data revealed that yields and test weights 
(50.S bu/a and 54.6 lbtbu, respectively) did not differ among 
plantings or by seed treatment. 
Introduction 
Our previous research has shown that delayed planting of 
winter wheal can lower cereal aphid numbers and incidence 
of barley yellow dwarf (BYD) disease in South Dakota. The 
BYD virus is transmitted to plants by cereal aphids. 
Insecticides can also limit cereal aphid infestations and bar­
ley yellow dwarf incidence in wheat Treating seed is one 
method of delivering insecticide for aphid control. 
However, the benefit of using insecticide-treated seed may 
decline with later plantings of winter wheat as cereal aphid 
pressure declines. Our objective was to compare cereal­
aphid infestations, barley yellow dwarf incidence, and the 
g;rnweh and yield of winter wheat at various planting dates 
of wheat with and without insecticide-treated seed 
Materials and methods 
Wjnter wheat plots. Winter wheat ('Crimson') was sown at 
four planting dates (Aug. 27, Sep. 8, and Sep. 17 and 29, 
2003) into eight 12-by-60 ft2 plots at the Central Research 
Station at Highmore This set of eight plots was replicated 
four rimes for a total of 32 plots. For each planting date, 
half of the number of plots was planted with seed treated 
with Gaucho XT (insecticide) + Raxil MD (fungicide), and 
seed planted in the other half was treated with R.axil MD 
(fungicide) only Seed was sown about I in deep using a 
Kirschman drill in fimuw•4bfllll 12 in apart. Fertilizer was 
applied just before (Ml.fJ,,(l, N·I"·K; 100 lb ac· I) and at 
planting ( 14-36-l 3 ; .5l ll1 11'1- l I 
Insect samplj� We sampled 20 tillers (four groups of five 
plants) per plot for cereal aphids at approximately 20 and 40 
days after each planting in each plot. We sampled 20 tillers 
per plot for aphids in May 2004. 
Leaf area measurements. The ratio of wheat leaf area to the 
ground area upon which the wheat was grown was measured 
using the leaf-area index (LAI) feature of the LAI-2000 
crop canopy analyzer. An above-canopy reference measure· 
ment was used as a benchmark for four within-canopy 
measurements per plot. Data were averaged across treat­
ments and standard error of data means calculated using 
SAS software Additionally, data were analyzed using 
analysis of variance methods With the occurrence of a sig­
nificant F value, treatment means were separated using the 
LSD test. 
Tuld,dltD. Plots were harvested by hand on 2 1  July 2004 
Hand-harvest yield was derived by taking three I-foot sec­
tions of row per plot Plants were cut at the ground level 
using scissors Leaves, stems, and grain heads were placed 
into paper bags and dried to ambient humidity in a green­
house. The number of heads was determined, and the grain 
was manually separated from the chaff. Total grain weight 
and individual kernel weight was then measured. Data were 
averaged across treatrnen1s and standard error of data means 
calculated using SAS software Additionally. data were ana­
lyzed using analysis of variance methods. With the occur­
n:nce of a significant F value, treatment means were sepa­
rated using the LSD test. 
Combine yield was taken from two 6-ft wide combine strips 
within each plot on July 27; exact measurements of strips 
were made inunediately after each combine pass. Test 
weight and moisture content of combined grain were meas­
ured using a Dickey-Jolm seed tester. Moisture was meas· 
ured for each combine strip sample, and moisture subtracted 
to produce a measurement of dry grain mass Combine yield 
data were subjected to a factorial analysis of variance using 
SAS software 
Results and discussion 
Insects Cereal aphid infestations in fall 2003 and spring 
2004 were low (less than O
c
3 aphid per 20 tillers) and did 
not differ among plantings and seed treatments These low 
infestations could not have directly impacted growth and 
yield of wheat 
ll.rQ C'1n:n mnt'!®J1'1R!rttt Descriptive statistics from leaf 
area index measurements showed differences due to planting 
date but not insecticide treatment (Table I )  Statistical 
analysis revealed a significant F for planting date but not 
insecticide treatment. There was no significant interaction 
between planting date and insecticide treatment, indicating 
that leaf area index did not respond differently to insecticide 
treatments across planting dates. Mean separation for plant­
ing dare data pooled across insecticide treatments revealed 
that the 1 7  September planting date had the greatest leaf 
area index. (Table 2). 
Yisili! Descriptive statistics from yield measurements 
showed differences due to planting date but not insecticide 
treatment (Table 1) Statistical analysis revealed a signifi­
cant F for planting date but not insecticide treatment for the 
all dependent variables There were no significant interac· 
tions between planting date and insecticide treatment for any 
of the dependent variables, indicating that the yield compo­
nents and yield did not respond differently to insecticide 
treatments across ph11mng dates. Mean separation for plant· 
ing date data pooled across insecticide treatments nNmled 
that the 17 September planting date had the greatest individ­
ual seed weight and yield, while the 27 August planting date 
had the lowest total heads and total seeds per foot of row 
and lowest seed weight and yield (Table 2) 
Combine-harvest samples showed no statistical differences 
(P > 0 05) in yield (50.5 bu/a) or test weight {54.6 lb/bu) 
due to planting date or seed treatment. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of crop canopy (LAI) and yield meaaur1m1nt from hand harvest of winter wheat plots 
on 21 July 2004 at the Centnl R1111rch Stauon, Highmore S.D. 
Planting � Crop canopyb Total heads Totaftftm Seed Wfli(lht l'i'r,llf 
(LAI) (per lotJt of row) (gper seed) (fl toor 1) 
27 August 
8 Sept 
17 Sept 
29 Sept 
---·-·-·- Seed treatment with Raxlf MD (fung/clae) only 
1.86 t 0.05 70t.S 913 :t 103 0.0141:t 0.0008 
1.81 :t 0.08 74 :t 3  1548 :1: 65 0.0208 t 0.0004 
2.11 t0.11 69:t2 1766:t 84 0.0238 :t 0.0004 
1.82 t 0.13 79:t 5 1710 :t 147 0.0201 :t 0.0005 
13 t. 2 
32 :t 2 
4 2 :t 2  
35 :t 4 
---- Siied treatment with Gaucho XT (insecticide) + Rax/I MD -·--
27 August 
8 Sept 
17 Sept 
29Sept 
1.79 :t 0.05 66 :t 3 1032 t. 131 0.0144 t O 0013 16 :t 4 
1 73 t 0.07 72 :t 2 1512 :t 143 0.0201:t 0.0015 29 t. 2 
2 15  :1: 0.06 77 :t 2 1704 :t 66 0.0226 :t: 0.0006 39 :.t: 2 
1.98 :t 0.06 77 t 2 1762 :t 79 0.0217 :t 0.0004 38 :t 2 
a Values represent average (:t S1andard error} for 4 replicates ot winter wheat planting date traalments. 
b Crop canopy characteristics were measured with a LAl·2000 leaf area index (LAI) meter between 
18 May and 21 May 2004 
Table 2. StaHlllcal 1nalysis results from crop canopy and yield measurements from hand harvest of 
winter wheat plots on 21 Juty 2004 at the Central R1111n:h Station. Highmore S.D. 
Planting Date Crop canopyil Total heads Total Ri'1m Seed weight 
(LAI) (per foot of row) (D per seed) 
27 August 1.83 bcb 68 b 972 c 0.0143 c 
8 Sept 1.77 c 73 ab 1530 b 0.0205 b 
17 Sept 2.13 a 73 ab 1735 a 0.0232 a 
29Sept 1.90 b 77 a 1736 a 0.0209 b 
a Crop canopy characteristics were measured with a LAl·2000 leaf area index (LAI) meter between 
18 May and 25 May 2004. 
b Values toll:twd!I by the same letter are not significantly different (P=0.05, LSD test). 
Yield 
(o foor1) 
15 c 
31 b 
40 a 
37 a 
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Small Grain Variety Performance Trials 
R. G. Hall, K. K. Kfrby. and L. Hall 
South Dakota State University 
This is a report of the 2004 Nelson Brothers Farm perform· 
ance trials for hard red spring wheat, oat, and barley vari· 
cties and experimental lines conducted by the SDSU Crop 
Perfonnance Testing (CPT) p� Only data generated 
in year 2004 are reported since this was the first year of test· 
ing at this location. These trials were seeded and harvested 
by L. Hall. research associate, SDSU Oat Breeding Project, 
and were located about 8 miles south and one mile east of 
St Lawrence, S.D 
Experimental procedures 
Four plots measuring 5 x 20 feet for each entry were seeded 
and later cut back to a uniform dimension prior to harvest 
A cone-drill seeder with seven seed tubes spaced on 7-inch 
rows was used. Plots were seeded at 1.2 million pure-live­
seeds per acre on April 5, 2004, into a Williams·Bon.illa 
loam previously cropped to soybeans. 
Research funding and support sources were the South 
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station and testing fees 
obtained from the South Dakota Crop Performance Testing 
Program. 
Measurements of performance 
Yield (bu/a) and bushel weight (lb) values are an average of 
four replicates. Yields are adjusted to 1 3,5% grain moisture 
(dry matter basis) and bushel weights of 60 (wheat), 32 
(oat), or 48 lb (barley). Grain protein values were obtained 
from one sample per entry as delenn.ined by a FOSS TECA­
TOR Model lnfratec 1229 grain analyzer. Yield values are 
reported for year 2004 and for 3 years (2002-04), while 
bushel weight and grain protein values are reported for year 
2004 
Performance mutts 
Hgrrl ·wr.l Jipntr:-v.'.ilKiJI. As ind.teated in Table } , the average 
yield for 2004 was 57 bu/a and varieties had to yield 61 bu/a 
to be in lhe top performance group for yield The top per· 
fonnance group for yield included the varieties Briggs, 
Oxen, Reeder, Norpro. and Mercury, and the experimental 
lines SD 3747, SD3868 
In 2004, the average bushel weisJu was 53 lb, the average 
grain protein was 15.2%, and the average plant height was 
35 inches. In 2004. varieties with a bushel weight of 55 lb 
or higher we� in the top performance group for bushel 
weight. This included the varieties Ingot, Oklee, Dandy, 
Mercury, and Granite, and the experimental Jines SD 3623 
and M}l 97803A. The varieties Dapps, OkJee, the check 
variety Chris, Granite, and Polaris, and the experimental 
lines SD 3618, SD 3668, and MN 97803A had the higher 
grain protein values. Entries had to attain a heiiJ,.1 of 37 
inches or more to be in the top perfonnance group for maxi­
mum plant height. This group included the varieties Ingot., 
Granger, Dapps, Russ, the check variety Chris, Dandy, and 
the experimental lines SD 33623 SD3635, SD 3668, SD 
3827, and SD 3860. In contrast, entries had to attain a 
height of 32 inches or less to be in the top performance 
group for minimum plant height. This group included the 
variety Trooper and the experimental line SD 3746. 
.Qru. As indicated in Table 2, the average yield for 2004 was 
1 19 bu/a and varieties had to yield 1 1 9  bu/a to be in the top 
performance group for yield. The top perfonnance group 
for yield included the varieties Jerry, Morton, and HiFi and 
an of the expenmental lines tested 
Jn 2004, the average bushel weight was 39 lb, the average 
grain protein was 15.4%, and the average plant height was 
38 inches Varieties with a bushel weight of 41 lb or higher 
were in the top perfonnance group and included tHytcst, the 
hulless variety Buff, and the experimental lines SD 366-7, 
SDOI0062, and SD 366-36. Hytest, the hulless variety Paul, 
and the experimental line SD 366--l 5 tended to have the 
high grain protein. Entries had to attain a height of 39 inch­
es or more to be in the top performance group for maximum 
plant height. This group included the varieties Reeves, 
Hytest, Morton, Loyal, the hulless varieties Stark and Paul, 
and the experimental lines SD 366-7, $0010062, SD 366-
15, and SD 366-23 In contrast, entries had to attain a 
height of34 inches or less to be in the top performance 
group for minimum plant height This group included the 
variety Don and the hulless variety Buff. 
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Table 1. Hard red sprf Rg wheat performance resutts • Ta1>1a 2. Oat performance results· Nelson Brothers, 
Nelson Brothers, Miiier, S.D., 2003·2004. Miiier, S.D .• 2003·2004. 
Bula Bala Buwt Prot Ht Bula Bula Bu wt  Prot Ht 
Y.)rlf.'.}' l/klf_l" 2004 3-yr lb % In Varlfty (t(rlai• 2004 3·yr n, " In 
Ingot (1) 54 55 16.3 39 Standard types: 
Trooper (1) 59 52 15.0 29 Don (1) 114 38 15.2 32 
Forge (1) 58 51 14.9 35 Reeves (2) 105 40 15.6 39 
walworth (2) 58 52 13.4 34 Hytest (4) 107 41 17.2 40 Briggs {2) 63 53 14.8 34 Jerry (5) 120 39 15.5 38 
Granger (2) 51 53 14.0 37 Morton (7) 126 38 15.0 41 
Freyr (3) 60 53 15.3 34 
Dapps (4) 50 51 16.9 40 Loyal (8) 115 38 144 40 
Steele-ND (4) 58 53 16 0 34 Hi Fi (8) 130 37 14.7 
Oklee (4) 55 54 16.5 34 
Knudson (4) 60 53 15.3 33 Hulless type5: 
Oxen (4) 62 51 13.7 33 Buff His (3) 102 43 15 7 34 
Russ {4) 59 53 14 8 37 Stark His (6) 100 37 15 7 40 
Reeder (S) 61 53 15.4 36 Paul His {7) 86 39 17.2 42 
Norpro (5) 61 51 15 0 31 
Chris.CK (5) 47 52 16.7 40 
Expenmentals: 
Dandy (7) 57 54 14.6 39 SD 366 (·) 132 39 
14.9 36 
Alsen (6) 54 53 14.6 33 so 366-7 (.) 129 41 14.5 39 
Mercury (7) 62 54 15.6 30 SD010062 (-) 119 41 16.1 41 
Granite (7) 53 54 17.9 34 SD011226 (-) 131 39 15 4 38 
SD011315 (·) 131 37 1 2 0  38 
Polaris (9) 53 52 16.7 35 SD 366·15 (·) 132 40 16 5 39 
so 3618 (-) 57 52 16 7 35 
SD 366-23 (·) 125 40 15.7 39 
SD 3623 (-) 52 54 13.6 40 so 366-36 (·) 133 
41 15.2 37 
SD 3635 H 54 52 152 38 
so 3668 (-) 53 52 165  38 Test avg.: 1 19 39 15.4 38 
SD 3687 (-) 60 53 14.4 36 High avg.: 133 43 17 2 41 
Lsd(.05): 14 2 
S0 3746 (·) 59 51 14.9 32 I TPG·value: 119 41 31 
so 3747 (-) 66 51 13 8 33 
C V.: 8 4 6 
so 3827 (-) 59 53 14 4 38 
SD 3860 (-) 56 52 14.5 40 
SD 3868 (-) 64 52 11 8 36 • Heading. relative difference in days compared to Don. 
# Minimum value required for the top performance group 
BZ998·447WP{-) 52 49 15.5 33 
MN 97800A (·) 56 54 16.9 33 
Test avg : 57 53 15.2 35 
High avg.: 66 55 17.9 40 
Lsd(.05): 5 1 3 
I TPG-value: 61 54 37 
C V.: 6 2 
• Heading relative difference in days compared to Briggs 
I Minimum value required for the top performance group. 
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�: As indicated in Table 3, the average yield for 2004 
was 87 bu/a and varieties had to yield 9 7  bu/a to be in the Table 3. Barley perfonn1nce results· Nelson Brothers, 
top performance group for yield. The top performance Mmer, S.D., 2003·2004. 
group for yield in 2004 included the varieties Haxby, Excel, 
Bula and Eslick. Bula Bu wt Ptot 
Variel)' (Hdg)" 2004 3-yr lb " 
In 2004, the average bushel YJeight was 49 lb, the average Lacey {1) 85 49 11.2 
grain protein was l t .00/o, and the average plant height was Conlon (1) 80 49 11 5 
3.5 inches In 2004, all the entries tested were in the top per- Tradition (1) 84 49 11.5 
fonnance group for bushel weight because the trial was Drummond (3) 85 48 114  
unable to  detect any variety difference in bushel weight. Haxby (3) 95 50 10.5 
The varieties Conlon, Tradition, Drummond, Robust, Eslick, 
and Valier and the expi:rl.mental NDJ630l were above aver- Excel (4) 90 48 1 0 3  
age in grain protein. In 2004, entties had to attain a height Robust (4) 76 49 11 .3 
of37 inches or more to be in the top performance group for Eslick (4) 97 49 11.2 
maximum plant height This group included the varieties Legacy (4) 89 48 9.9 
Tradition. Excel. Robust, and Legacy and the experimental Valier (5) 89 50 11.5 
line ND16301. In contrast. entries had to attain a height of 
33 inches or less to be i n  the top performance group for ND16301 H 84 47 1 1 2  
minimum plant height. This group included the varieties ND 19-119 (·) 85 49 103  
Conlon, Haxby, and Eslick. 
Test avg.: 87 49 11.0 
High avg : 97 50 1 1. 5 
Lsd(.05): 7 NS 
I TPG·value: 90 47 
C.V.: 6 3 
• Heading, relative difference in days compared to laciey 
I Minimum value required for the top performance group. 
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Ht 
in 
35 
33 
37 
36 
33 
37 
39 
31 
37 
34 
37 
34 
35 
39 
2 
37 
4 
Table 1 .  Yield results of entries in the 2004 Crop Perfonnance Testing (CPT) nursery. 
TW 
Oii!n Yield (bufa) fib/bu} 
D. 
Broo- Lakes High- Water· 
Entry Av� .kings Pea more Platte Sclbv Stunt is Wall town Winner Avm,:e 
SD97S3& 6S 103 SS 78 63 77 29 S3 47 S8 59 
SD9210M 63 96 S2 78 76 71 27 61 42 49 S9 
SDOOW024 63 99 S3 71 71 70 28 59 44 S3 59 
SD970S9·2 62 98 SJ 82 62 72 24 52 S2 S2 58 
SD97394·1 62 99 5& 77 62 15 29 47 -46 SI S9 
SD98102 62 92 S4 78 69 73 30 49 53 49 59 
WAHOO 62 100 53 78 63 70 26 S7 37 S2 58 
HARDING 61 93 46 76 n 68 27 S6 -4S 52 58 
JERRY 61 106 46 79 62 71 29 S3 45 40 SI 
SD00258 61 103 47 73 66 70 24 so 47 '2 SS 
Mll.LENNIUM 60 100 47 74 60 70 29 47 46 SS 59 
SD99073 60 91 51 76 61 66 24 49 46 Sl 59 
JAGALENE 59 82 58 73 SS 72 24 S2 39 60 60 
NE99S33-4 59 90 SS 73 60 67 29 so 44 so 60 
s09nso 59 88 54 14 63 64 27 46 56 49 59 
A).LIANCE 59 83 SJ 7S 64 71 29 46 so SI 59 
SDOOl l l  SS 84 SS , 76 59 7l 24 46 46 "' 59 
SD97380.2 S8 90 S I  .17 59 67 24 45 48 47 59 
SD00032 51 90 SJ 71 51 68 19 46 53 49 59 
TANDEM 51 84 SJ 71 63 65 26 S I  41 46 60 
SD97W671·1 51 88 SS 76 S3 61 21 47 41 46 59 
WESLEY 56 96 47 n 60 58 lS 48 42 39 SS 
SD97W609 56 86 so 67 58 69 22 41 38 44 58 
TREGO SS 82 -49 68 59 63 27 36 49 51 6! 
NEKOTA SS 86 SI n SS 60 28 4S 31 47 S9 
SDOOW041 S4 78 4S 73 S6 6S 21 49 2S 56 59 
ARAPAHOE S4 79 45 74 57 71 21 40 34 47 58 
CRIMSON S4 80 S3 64 S7 66 27 4& 41 31 59 
EXPEDmON 53 91 4S 62 S8 62 21 47 39 40 60 
SD97W604 SJ &6 42 66 48 65 2S 4S 39 so S9 
MEAN 59 91 SJ 14 61 68 26 49 44 49 59 
LS0.051 3 S  )6.4 l3.J 7 6  104 6 9  7.2 S.7 13 8 8.1 0.47 
cv%t 12.2 )2 9 18.2 72 1 2 1  7 2  174 8 )  I S S  1 )  64 l.6 
' The CV (�cient of variability) is a statislic:al musure of apcrimcntel error. In general, yield !rials wilh a CV of! 6% or pamr are 
considc:n:d 10 coiuin too much expcrimcrllal cnor for rdiable dala interpn:ution. 
t The LSD (lellSI significant differmce) is the minimum value by which two mtri� must differ in order for lhat dillm:ncc to be meaningful (and 
not be due to random chance alone). If I.he diffmnoc � two entries is equlll to or less than die LSD value. the entries m nol statistic:ally 
different 
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Corn Breeding 
Zeno W. Wim, HI and Dawn M. Gustafson 
South Dakota State University 
The SDSU com breeding and genetics program primary foci 
are to conduct applied research in com breeding and to train 
graduate students. Specific objectives that we would like to 
achieve: 
1 .  Develop and release inbred lines and improved popula­
tions 1hat can be used to develop hybrids for livestock 
feed. grain production, or other value added products. 
Emphasis will be placed on yield, adaptation, stress 
tolerance, and pest resistance. 
2. Evaluate and select com adapted to South Dakota for 
phosphorous and nitrogen content to be used as a com· 
plement/supplement to DGs/co-product feed. 
3 Develop open·po11inated com varieties, populations, and 
synthetics for sustainable agricultural operations (i.e. 
organic farmers) and conventional fanning. 
4 Continue to develop white com as an alternative crop. 
Activities 
The Com Breeding and Genetics Program utilizes the 
Highmore Research Station to conduct droughty, high-stress 
environmental evaluations Typically, we conduct high­
stress yield trials and select for droughllheat tolerance in our 
early-generation materials 
The com breeding studic&'trials conducted at the Highmore 
Resean:h Station during the 2004 growing season included: 
1 .  The Northern Central Region (NCR-167) com perfonn­
ance nursery consisting of 29 advanced inbred testcrosses 
from Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota, Ontario, and 
Ottawa These lines are in final stages of testing to deter­
mine the relative merit of release to interested breeders, 
2 A stress maize population hybrid uial. The objective of 
this trial is to help determine the relative merit of 
improved populations for release The goal is to identify 
the higher yielding populations growing under 'it!n:iSfut 
conditions. These would serve as an improved 
germplasm source for development of inbred parents for 
early maturing, high quality, and high yielding corn 
hybrids; and as elite parents for early maturing maize 
population hybrids that can be used as an alternative to 
commercial hybrids. 
Outcomes 
The nursery conditions at the Highmore Research Station 
were extreme The severity of the stress resulted in the 
abandonment of the trials. However, we will continue to 
conduct drought/heat tolerant yield trials and utilize the 
Highmore Research Station for heat stress selection pressure 
in the future. 
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Evaluation of Native and Naturalized Grasses 
for Reduced- Input Turf in  the Northern Plains 
L.C. Schleicher and S. M. Andenen 
South Dakota State University 
Commercially available cool-season turfgrasses typically 
perform better in cool humid regions compared to the cool 
arid region common to most of South Dakota 
Management response to temperature extremes, infrequent 
precipitation, and poor soils generally results in increased 
inputs of water, fertilizer, pesticides, and culture. 
Previous SDSU research has demonstrated the need for 
turfgrasses with improved environmental stress resistance. 
Native and naturalized grasses tend to thrive in their areas 
of adaptation, generally requiring less water, fertilizer, and 
pesticides. Use of turf grasses that are better adapted to the 
Northem Plains may improve turf grass quality while 
reducing turf grass inputs. 
The richness of genetic resources among the largely 
untapped grasslands of the western U S. represents tremen­
dous potential for turfgrasses The need 10 expand existing 
germplasm collections of native and naturalized grasses is 
widely recognized, and development of these grasses may 
provide an economic stimulus to the region 
Objectives 
The objectives of this research are to 
1 .  collect and preserve grass samples obtained from native 
grasslands and other high potential sites in the Northern 
Plains, 
2. es1ablish replicated plots to evaluate turf grass character· 
istics, response to environmental stress, and sustainabil­
ity as a reduced-input turf grass, 
3. investigate environmental stress resistance mechanisms 
that are important to Northern Plains adaptation, and 
4. work collaboratively with interdisciplinary and multi· 
state scientists to enhance lhe value of lhe project. 
The Agricultural Experiment Station at Highmore was 
selected for the initial grass evaluation because of tempera­
ture extremes, infrequent and low annual precipitation, 
soils typical of much of South Dakota, and relative prox· 
imity to Brookings. Selections exhibiting desirable char-
acteristics at the Highmore station will be established later 
at the N.E Hansen Research Center in Brookings for fur· 
ther evaluation 
Methodology 
Grass samples exhibiting desirable turfgrass characteristics 
were collected from multiple sites across South Dakota 
and sent to the SDSU campus in Brookings to be vegeta­
tively propagated in the Turfgrass Science lab and horticul· 
ture greenhouses Propagules were transported to the 
Highmore station and planted in l 5 m x 1.5 m field plots 
with chree replicates in a randomized complete block 
design Plols received minimal input; i.e , infrequent 
mowing. irrigation only at establishment or to prevent 
death, and no fertilization A preemergence herbicide will 
be used annually to reduce hand-pulling of weeds. Grasses 
will be evaluated over a 3-year period for survival, hori­
zontal growth rate, persistence, turfgrass density, response 
to mowing, genetic color, drought resistance, and disease 
susceptibility. 
Progress to Date 
Species collecled in 2004 include blue grama (Bouteloua 
gracilis), buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides), inland salt­
grass (Distichlis spicaia), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa praten ­
sis), and Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secun da) 
Approximately one-half of the individuals collected during 
summer 2004 were propagated and planted at Highmore 
in 2004 The remainder will be planted in spring 2005. 
Additional plants will be collected in 2005 and 2006 
Locations of planes collected in 2004 are illustrated in 
Fig 1 
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